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“The truth knocks on the door and you say, "Go away, I'm looking for the truth," and so it 
goes away. Puzzling.”   

When it comes to email few would argue with that the subject is, one of if not THE, single most 
important part of an email. Here’s why. Average open rates are between 15% and 25% range 
depending on industry, so for the 75% to 85% of recipients who do not open any given email 
they receive, the Subject line IS the email. Everyone with an email address is exposed to 
mul,ple subject lines on a daily basis. According to the latest research by the Radica, Group an 
astounding 3.7 billion people have an email address. This year 269 billion emails will be sent to - 
and by, those people. Globally, each address gets an average of 72.5 emails every day. That’s a 
LOT of subject lines! No wonder “How do I improve my Subject lines?” is the No.1 FAQ of all 
,me.    

The answer is decep,vely simple TEST!   

Tes4ng works.   

To help you understand the impact of tes,ng I would like to share some data taken from Subject 
Line Pro (h:ps://www.subjectlinepro), a virtual test plahorm for subject lines (SLs). What we 
found surprising was when it comes to tes,ng effec,vely, A/B is not enough.   
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Subject Line Performance Curve – No Test  
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This bell curve taken from the campaign data held with Subject Line Pro shows the distribu,on 
of open rates for every SL in the database. All open rates are computed rela,ve to the sender's 
average open rate, so an open rate of +20% here means that it performed 20% above average.     

Let’s start with how many SLs you should test to ensure you get a significant lin.   

The term A/B test would imply that two is ok, but the data would suggest otherwise. The data 
shows us that any given SL has roughly 1 chance out of 3 of performing at least 20% above 
average.  In other words, to be sure to get a 20% lin in your open rate, you should test at least 3 
SLs on every single campaign.   

We can also see what happens if you don't test, or test too li:le.  If you use only one subject 
line, there is a 1/3 chance that it will underperform the average by at least 20% and a 1/10 
chance that it will perform 42% below average.  So, if you select only two subject lines in your 
test, then each has a 1/3 chance of underperforming by >20%. In other words, there is a 1/9 
chance that both will be 20% or more below average.  SL “A” is bad, “B” is worse – bad beats 
worse, but they are both crap!   

The more SLs you test the greater the chance that at least one of them will be one of those 
great SLs to the right of this chart and reduce the chances that you'll send one of the less 
effec,ve SLs on the len.   

As you will see from the next 3 charts every incremental SL you test improves your chances of 
geqng a lin.    
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Predicted Performance from 2 Subject Line (AB) Test    

   

Predicted Performance from 3 Subject Line Test   
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Predicted Performance from 4 Subject Line Test    

   

The same is true whether you decide to op,mize for Click Rate or CTO rate as this handy chart 
taken from the data demonstrates.   
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So, if you test 3 SLs the chances are you can expect a 21% improvement in your open rate 42% 
in click rate and 25% improvement in your CTO. The need to test is something that even the AI 
language genera,ng services such as Persado or Phrasee cannot sidestep. Both services 
promise/deliver an uplin – but require you to test between 10 and 20 SLs. So, it doesn’t ma:er 
who or what writes your subject lines you MUST test to guarantee a lin.   
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What to Optimize    
“We take a handful of sand from the endless landscape of awareness around us and call that handful 
of sand the world.”   

Email marke,ng prac,,oners (and the people they report to) tend to see the Subject Line as the 
primary way to get someone to open an email. Each email open is seen as the Holy Grail, the 
primary thing marketers want their subscribers to do with every email. The thinking goes like 
this:   

Write a good SUBJECT LINE, get more people to open – get more clicks – get more conversions.   

Write a bad subject line - fewer people open the email – get fewer clicks get less conversions.   

Armed with this highly simplis,c view, marketers set about trying to op,mize their subject lines. 
However, the reality could not be further from the truth!   

As the chart below shows, the number of ac,ons and decisions that a SL influences for be:er or 
worse is exponen,ally more complex than:   

Open Yes or No? If Yes – Click, If NO delete/mark spam.   

Click Yes or No? If Yes – Convert If NO delete.    
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If you think that is complicated, you need to remember that every one of those ac,ons is 
influenced by the emails and Subject Lines you have already sent and will influence those you 
are yet to send. For e.g. someone gets an email from GAP saying “Great deals on leggings in 
store and online”. They do NOT open the email but happen to be walking past a GAP store that 
day and pops in to take a look at them and work out the best size as not enough ,me to make 
the purchase. Two days later another email arrives from GAP repea,ng the message or 
reminding them the offer is about to expire. The person opens that email then clicks and buys. 
Throw in things like what device each SL was viewed on, whether they “read” or just “skimmed” 
the email content and you will see what I mean.   

So, it is not only possible, but quite likely that an email with a very high open rate will generate 
less sales (if you take other channels into account) than one with a very low open rate that 
“nudged” thousands of people who did not open into the store or to visit your site. For further 
evidence of the nudge effect of email SLs you need go no further than the 2016 DMA Consumer 
Tracking Report.    
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As you can see from the chart at least four and arguably five of the six most likely ac,ons taken 
by consumers as a result of receiving a marke,ng email do not involve a click. If the Subject Line 
is informa,ve enough the email may not even have been opened! So, if you really are serious 
about op,mizing your Subject Lines you have to beyond the opens and clicks immediately 
generated by your subject line and THAT requires you to (re)consider your a:ribu,on model for 
email.    
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“You look at where you're going and where you are and it never makes sense, but then you look back 
at where you've been and a paEern seems to emerge.”   

Attribution   
If you truly want to op,mize your SLs you have to accurately measure and fully understand the 
true nature of the contribu,on your email campaigns to the mix.    

Timing   
When do you stop coun,ng opens or clicks generated by the email? Do you stop a:ribu,ng 
aner a day, week or when the next email going out? As we showed before, even straight forward 
and very measurable ac,ons like an open or a click come with a s,ng in the tail. Open Later Click 
Later or Buy Later, which begs the ques,on. How late is later? The chart below taken from an 
a:ribu,on audit conducted by Alchemy Worx for a large retailer. We analyzed every campaign 
sent over a 3-month period with no cut off for email a:ribu,on and compared it with a 7-day 
cut off - the exis,ng a:ribu,on model being used.   

We found under the 7-day model, 95% of the final total for Opens and 96% of total for Clicks 
had occurred, but crucially only 51% of revenue generated by those emails got accounted for. 
49% of the revenue eventually generated by the email sent during the period did NOT get 
a:ributed to email!    
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To be:er understand what was going on we zoomed in on sales. Both lines here represent 
average daily sales a:ributed to their campaigns. The darker line represents average sales per 
day post deployment and the lighter line represents average sales per day from last click. The 
difference is startling. While 20.76% of sales happen within a day of the email being deployed, 
45.48% of sales happen within a day of the last click. This a:ribu,on gap highlighted by the red 
arrow is caused by people clicking and, in some cases, opening an email a day or more aner it 
was sent. If that doesn’t make you sit up then consider this, around 25% of sales came 21 days 
or more aner the email was sent.   

“Is it hard?'   

Not if you have the right aHtudes. It is having the right aHtudes that’s hard.”    

In order to truly op,mize your SLs you need to measure and understand its impact even when 
there was no open or click – what we call the halo effect.   

Firstly, it’s important to understand the most common a:ribu,on models (that determine how 
sales and conversion are determined) email marketers are using.   
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Typically, the following three measurement criteria are considered:   

• The type of ac,on – opens, clicks or conversion.   

• The ,me frame – do you cut off aner days, weeks, or months from send.   

• Touch – first touch, last touch or any touch.   

Most email marketers will choose some combina,on of the three depending on what works 
best for their business, typically in rela,on to its sales cycle, but the popular approach is to focus 
on tracking conversions via last click.   

However, the truth is a click doesn’t necessarily tell a marketer anything. Not everyone that 
clicks through from an email will actually go on and make an immediate purchase. It also 
doesn’t account for the likelihood the clicker might go on to purchase via another channel at a 
later date. Clearly, there is value to a SL that is not being taken into considera,on if you just 
focus on clicks or opens for that ma:er. The ques,on then becomes, how can we measure this?   

My ini,al advice is to run an analysis of revenue from all channels as a star,ng point. Then 
deduct the email specific revenue as you currently a:ribute it (opens and clicks, first or last 
touch) and break down this new number into days when emails to the majority of your list were 
and weren’t sent out. We have done this for a number of clients. The results consistently show 
the average daily revenue on days in which email was sent to more than 30% of the list was 
higher for the non-email channels too.  We then looked at the source of the lin in revenue, 
where the lin was most marked based on last touch and first touch. Email had an impact on 
every other channel search, both natural and paid, affiliate programs, even social.   
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So, what does this all mean? Essen,ally, our main conclusion was that email SLs are certainly 
driving sales in other channels and this is one way to prove it. I must cau,on marketers to avoid 
defining email and the halo effect too broadly and oversta,ng the revenue generated by email 
or defining it too narrowly and underes,ma,ng. However, if marketers can find the right 
balance and look at email as part of the bigger picture, they’ll quickly see that it can work in a 
capacity similar to broadcast and drive addi,onal revenue in other channels.   

This brings us back to the importance of a:ribu,on models. If email SLs are driving sales in 
other channels on and offline, then marketers need to consider that fact and look for a model 
that takes this into account. If marketers can look beyond simple click-based a:ribu,on, and 
make sure they are tracking and analyzing sales holis,cally both online and offline, they will find 
demonstra,ng the true value of their email marke,ng and geqng addi,onal funding for tes,ng 
will become much easier.   

“For every fact there is an infinity of hypotheses.”    
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What to Test: The golden rule and top 10 tips   
The golden rule is to plan ahead.   

Every Subject Line that goes out the door should be tested. Ideally it will be an ABCD (4 SLs) or 
more test and never less than ABC (3 SLs). To do that it is important to have a good sense what 
you want to test and plan ahead. Remember more variables = Be:er results. A plan that lays out 
the variables you want to test and when you test them will not only save you ,me when it 
comes to wri,ng your subject line – you’ll already know your content and how you’re going to 
approach it, it will give you be:er results.    

   

So, what variables should you test?    
   

1. Test extreme lengths   

A lot of advice tells you SLs should aim to be around 35 characters and unfortunately most 
people – whether they know it or not seem be following that advice. Looking at the data we 
found 63% of subject lines that are sent are between 20 and 65 characters in length. What may 
come as a surprise to you is SLs of that length tend to underperform!   

   
So, if your idea of short is 25 characters and long 65 characters your SL length tests will give you 
no joy.   
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2. Test CTA’s   
  

Although one of the key aspects of successful copywri,ng is telling readers what they need to 
do, this is onen overlooked in SLs, where your focus is onen trying to catch a:en,on rather than 
drive ac,on. We found for one client that telling subscribers what to do by including a direct CTA 
helped to boost engagement. So rather than just saying ‘Summer Sale’ it became ‘Summer Sale 
– take a look at the latest offers in store and online’.    

3. Test ques4ons   

Using a ques,on instantly makes your SL look and feel very different in the inbox. It also helps 
you come up with completely new ways of promo,ng your email content. For example, you 
might go from ‘Save 50% today’ to ‘New favorite dress? Save 50% today’ – a jump that would 
have been hard to make without the framework of a ques,on.    

4. Test original words   

We’ve wri:en before that using original words in subject lines can boost click rate by 34%, yet 
less than a third of subject lines feature original words. Try using a thesaurus or taking 
inspira,on from the dic,onary defini,on to change some of your most-used words.    

5. Test personaliza4on   

While first name personaliza,on is very common now, it can s,ll have an effect if you don’t 
overuse it. Look at available data fields to see what other personaliza,on you can include in the 
SL – such as surnames, recent purchases or loca,ons including a city name can perform well, for 
example.   

6. Test the impact of external events and influences   

We find that being reac,ve and riding on the back of current events is a great way of boos,ng 
response, but the lin onen doesn’t last for long because other brands jump on the bandwagon. 
The email itself doesn’t have to be themed, as long as your SL makes sense and doesn’t mislead. 
For example, it could be as simple as sending ‘Bored of the tennis? Escape with top 10 weekend 
breaks’ during Wimbledon.   
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7. Test emoji strategically   

Emoji can be used in 3 different ways: syntac,c (as punctua,on), lexical (to replace a word) and 
illustra,ve (as a decora,ve or design element). It’s a useful framework that can help you test 
them effec,vely and strategically.    

8. Test tone of voice   

Within a brand voice there is s,ll a lot of room for varia,on in tone – for example in the 
difference between a promo,onal email and a service email. Try mixing them up where 
appropriate – so rather than ‘Hurry - check out our latest events’ you might use ‘we wanted to 
let you know’. But remember it’s about subtly changing the tone, not misleading customers.    

9. Test pronoun use   

One of the first things you learn about copywri,ng is to use ‘you’ more than ‘we’. But ‘we’ and 
‘our’ can be effec,ve if your customer trusts your brand and sees you as an authority. Try 
posi,oning your subject line from both points of view and see which is more effec,ve, for 
example instead of ‘Top picks for you’ you might try ‘Top picks from our team’.    
   
     10.  Test Punctua4on & Separators    
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Keep testing and optimizing   
The only way to stop your open rate performance from dipping over ,me is to keep your subject 
lines FRESH! Once and done tes,ng is does not work. Our subject line tool Subject Line Pro lets 
you test and op,mize hundreds or itera,ons of your subject line in minutes. So, once you know 
your approach, you can con,nue to edit and improve it before every single email you send goes 
out. Below is a screen grab of 10 VERY different subject lines I tested using Subject Line Pro the 
images below show the results.   
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About Alchemy Worx   
   

Established in 2001, Alchemy Worx is a global agency providing a full-service solu,on with best-
in-class email marke,ng, paid social, and SMS support, to more than 125 e-commerce and 
enterprise level companies. Our team includes more than 100 team members in seven offices 
spanning three con,nents.   

In addi,on to strategy, ESP solu,ons, design, content, HTML coding, deployment services, 
repor,ng & analy,cs, we are the leading implementer of Intelligent Automa,on. This solu,on 
automates message delivery, content, analy,cs, and op,miza,on whatever the ESP, allowing our 
clients to send highly personalized messages to everyone all the ,me.   

We have also developed an industry-leading subject line tool, Subject Line Pro. It uses an ever-
expanding database of more than 21 billion emails to instantly predict open, click and delivery 
rates before campaigns are sent, which according to Smart Insights, may eliminate the need to 
A/B test subject lines   
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www.subjectlinepro.com   
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